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About This Game

Welcome to the gritty reality of Deathdays End, where every adult in the world has mysteriously dropped dead. The shadow of a
woman on TV claims responsibility and before they know it every teen, child and baby is forced into a global phenomenon

known as the Death Game. Learn more as the story progresses and play through the perspective of several different protagonists
around the world, helping them survive a game of violence, death and betrayal.

Deathdays End contains a whopping cast of 11 youths with over half controllable in this volume alone. Each of them have their
own distinct quirks and methods to survive the ordeal thrust upon them. Will morality win over? Or does survival of the fittest

trump all.

Nothing special about this one. Before the adults died, Arryn lived a quiet life with his mother and adopted sister, Marie.
Technically speaking, he is the main character of this game and serves as an introduction to the world, however let's be realistic

for a moment. Can a completely ordinary 17 year old boy with no talent whatsoever really survive such a messed up world?
Does this face really look like that of a seasoned warrior?
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Dorothy's legal institution is a school specially made for young criminals. With ferocious punishments including physical abuse
dealt by teachers on whims, Rex is someone that already has the necessary qualities needed to tough it out in the new world. The

question is, why doesn't he have a last n - I mean how far will he go in his quest for survival?
Fair warning: He's a self-proclaimed psychopath.

Appearances may be deceiving, but this guy's a genius through and through. Born into money and perfect grades, you'd think
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Marcus had it all. Of course, nobody can be that perfect and beyond his innocent smile is a world of pain before the
international tragedy even begins. Having a rocky relationship with his parents and now having to look after his sweet but frail
younger sister alone, Marcus Levesque will need to use all his wits and intellect for them to have a chance at coming out alive.

Featuring:

Three thrilling episodes combined into one action-packed volume
A colourful cast of 11 over-the-top survivors
Beautifully drawn CG images
Calendar-based UI to increase tensions as a certain deadline draws near
Unlockable medals depending on choices made in-game
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This game is so half-baked I could taste the dough with every bite.. Explosionade is a throwback to mech-centric platform\/action
games of old. With tight controls and rewarding gameplay, this is a short but fun experience and one you are likely to want to
replay several times, especially with a friend.

If you choose to, you can get through most levels in seconds by not killing everything and collecting all the gold. You miss out on all
the score bonuses (but can get a time bonus) and \u2013 by not getting the gold \u2013 you miss out on repairing any damage to
the mech.

On the default setting, it took me around an hour to complete, but I had continued a few times. As I got into further the game, the
mechanics of the game became apparent and the controls are tight and responsive \u2013 one highlight is the use of the shield to
bounce higher \u2013 a clever mechanic that you do not need to complete the game, but is satisfying to use. The
\u2018sticky\u2019 grenades are another highlight and you can aim them through small openings to damage the enemy. The
controls are well designed and are fully configurable.

There are leaderboards for all the difficulty settings, and this game is best approached with that in mind. It is easy to get through all
the levels and the bosses are not difficult, but to get as far as you can without continuing is where the game shines and has that
\u2018just one more go\u2019 factor. This is a game you can return to when you feel like destroying stuff. It has local co-op too,
which is bound to increase the fun.
. It's like a cross between Stardew Valley and Rust with the style of ancient Nintendo. Very well thought out, turn based solo game
combat is really fun. Unique time flow mechanic, and treasure hunting is awesome!. Even if you install the body of eep12, error
It does not work with just. I can not play.. Man, this is slick!

I looks great, plays great, moves great and the gameplay is a whole lot of fun. It eally looks and feels like a major studio has been
involved in this.
Movement is similar to Lone Echo - only faster. In the same way as that game, movement is intuitive and sorta tricky ( but in a fun
way).

I used to play Tribes and UT a hell of a lot back in the day - this is basically Tribes in VR!
Not many people around for multi-play, as I got it when it had just beeen released (so this is to be expected) - and I have not played
for long myself - but long enough to know that this is something special. Frankly, if this does not gain traction as a MP game, we
have to scratch our heads and wonder about the future of VR, and whether MP is viable at all in VR. I say this, as it does not come
better than what we have here. For this reason I am pretty confident that there will be a strong player base over the long term.

Now an admission - Although I used to play a lot of MP FPS back in the day, I rarely do so now, not only because of all the
yapping toxic kids you have to put up with these days, but more importantly, as you get older, you have to face some facts of life -
my reaction speed is not what it was - I will simply get destroyed and let down any team unfortunate to have me on board - not my
idea of fun. Secretly, I think a lot of people feel like I do - as the adoption of VR is by an older demographic.
Take heart! I played a few matches just against bots - it was *incredible* fun - so much so, that I whipped of my headset after just
a few rounds, just to give a shout out for this. The bots are well implimented and act intelligently (well, far more intelligently than I
do!). I got my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to me every few seconds - but I was only letting myself down, and I
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can live with that.
What I am saying here, is that if you do not like MP games, this is the MP game for you! Even with bots it is stupid fun.

I hope this takes off for the devs, they have a solid and polished game here already, but whatever happens, I know I will be playing
this for sometime. Oh yeah, you can even craft your own levels, right out of the box.

Anyone want to get a 'hopless old man league' going?. Video of gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/oqmvzWVWY8g

This game is a great concept for VR. You are legless, sitting on the ground from your waist up. You can climb, crawl, & fling
yourself anywhere you want on the map, even up trees! There are powerup cards that rest on your forearm and you throw them
to use them. This ranges from magic wirdwinds to rocket launchers on your shoulders. You have a regular laser gun at your hip
to use as well. Hopefully more people pick up this game because I could only find one lobby with one person in it. I think bots is
a must for this game, otherwise there won't be a big enough players right now.

Pros: Awesome concept
Movement is smooth and managable
Lots of powerup types

Cons: Everything is blurry\/grainy at distance. Anything more than 4 feet in front of you.
This is multiplayer only, no bots. Without a playerbase this game will not last.
. i opened a safe containing highly secret information by just randomly turning the dial.. One of the most difficult RTS games I
have ever played. Still can't complete it. Goes in depth, good detail. Just really difficult.. amazingly hard and too much, but
wayyy to much enemy bullets...
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isn't bad game :D but it has low quitality :,( should be remasterd or somthing.. It's an interesting game, but definitely neeeds
some work to be worth the price right now.

Balance is a little wonky and I don't feel you start with enough tools to really play well.

When you have 3 random encounters about twice as strong as your quest objective on the way there it just doesn't feel properly
rewarding. So far as I've seen the quests are just single battles against opponents that I've been able to easily beat, but on the way
there and back getting ambushed by powerful creatures makes the quests boring, and getting there and back tedious.

It would be nice if at least at the begining you had a bit more of(or any) safe zone. I found myself trying to camp in the city and
getting hit with random events that were either fights or just, make a choice, oops wrong choice, take a wound. I'll admit with a
game like this a lot of those oops wrong choice moments could be rectified just by playing through it enough you recognize the
dangerous options and safe ones, at least I hope so.

This could probably be helped by starting with more consumable items as well, as their flat power is almost cheating at this
point.

I like like the theme, and the basic mechanics are fine, but it needs fine tuning, and despite the screenshots' wealth of options
feels very limiting for what you can do at any point in time.

The price is definitely high for the game as is, could end up being worth it, but I don't feel it is now.. A true danmaku (unlike
most things that call themselves "bullet hell" on Steam). Tiny hitbox, dense patterns you have to memorize, bullets that turn into
points, the cherry blossom level, all the classics.

So much fun. I just wish it had more levels.. Great little addicting and relaxing game :). I liked the game because I was bored
and would recommend this if you have 1$ (that's how much I payed) to spare and want to waist an hour of your life.

The game is basically a ripe-off from motherload; the only diffrence with motherload is the fancy graphics, no story-
line and you can reach "the end of the world" (1000m) after waisting approximately 30 minutes of you life; yet only
9.6% (when I checked) have this achievement.

Brain-explode moments:
 - When you load a safe blocks magicly reappear!
 - I still to this minute have no idea if silver had silver color or coal-ish color
 - The map is not fully filled with "resources", gaps everywhere
 - After fully upgrading my first ship, I buy the seconds and can't really upgrade this ship (probably because I bought
them all before)
 - You can die from falling 3m down when you hold the down button; this "feature" is pretty cool
 - You have to start slowing yourself down from falling from the moment you fall because you can bounce from left to
right and might hit a gap on your way down and die
 - There's a possibility of dying when you're on hull health and hit a "lava block"; also a cool "feature"
 - A day lasts about 3 seconds in-game
 - A night lasts about 1 minute in-game
 - When it's night, it's pitch dark; the only light you have is from your ship which is buggy if you mine trough resources
(like always than)
 - You hear a drill drilling but you don't see a drill drilling (no ship animation)
 - The only animation you get is from the "natural disasters" and if you're mining you won't even see that
 - Pretty \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 looking achievements and I got them all (gg, izi)
 - First thing you're mining 10 seconds for 1 block > buy upgrade 0.1 second for same block (BALANCED!)

Why is ASYLUM taking so long?!:
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Greetings from a dimension of ineffable cosmic hideousness! It’s about time I made this post as some of you keep
asking this question, not to mention lighting torches and raising pitchforks. I’ll try to resume as best as possible our
vision for ASYLUM, what we’re trying to achieve with the game, and why the darned thing is taking so long.

This is a long post, so grab a cup of coffee or beer and enjoy.

THE OBVIOUS. ASYLUM Smorgasbord of blood-curdling news!:
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Greetings from a twisted plane in the further regions of experience! Wow, that last update was quite well received. It’s
safe to say it was our most popular post ever. There’s no chance we can live up to that… but we can always try!

There’s a great deal of stuff I’m going to discuss today, so expect a rather neurotic writeup. But let’s start with the
major bit of news this week…

WE HAVE A GAME!. ASYLUM: News, videos and milestones!:
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Greetings, dear followers! We trust you're enjoying your weekend. There was a huge deal of positive reactions to our
latest progress update —especially that glimpse of our dialogue system— so we decided to share more:

https://youtu.be/QhzGV36uLWI

That's right, this is exactly what happens when you enter the foreboding Hanwell Mental Institute! It's finally possible
to complete a first big chunk of the game, conversations included, which is a big milestone for us. While we haven't
recorded voice overs yet, this should give you a good idea of what it feels like interacting with denizens of the asylum.

And since we're here, let us show you a glimpse from one of the most menacing rooms in the game:

https://youtu.be/qGDCnCEPN5o

This screams ATMOSPHERE, right? You'll be screaming too, trust us. We hope you like it, because we're doing this
game with much love.

And speaking of love:
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THANK YOU for pushing us over 10.000 wishlists! (actually over 11.000 as of this writing). ASYLUM is enjoying a 
great momentum and development is progressing fast.

We hope to be sharing more news with you soon. In the meantime, thank you so much for your patience and support as
we conclude this monstrous adventure game!

—The Senscape Team. ASYLUM: Shocking News and Horrific Sights!:

Greetings, esteemed Steam community! We hope you're off to a terrific 2019! As promised, we come bearing a series of
exciting news from the sinister corridors of ASYLUM (and of course eye candy, because we know you love it).

Here we go!

STATUS UPDATE... AND POSSIBLE RELEASE!. Discord Community now LIVE!:
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JOIN US TODAY: https://discord.gg/fJfuRVv

Featuring the official Asylum Dev Journal and our charming Warden bot!. ASYLUM: Big Milestone Achieved!:

Phew, following a couple of very intensive weeks, we're happy to announce that we have a playable and fully featured
demo of ASYLUM working great with top-notch performance and minimal loading times! It's a huge milestone after
all this time!

This is an internal demo that we're sharing with Kickstarter backers, and so far initial reactions have been hugely
positive: players are in love with the atmosphere and agree that, even after this short glimpse, "what we can expect was
worth the wait" and they are "very excited to delve deeper into the dark, decaying corners of ASYLUM!".

Did we say short? Yes, it's only a fraction of the final game, yet backers reported playing 60 minutes, as much as 90!
This means our estimation of 10-12 hours for the final game is either spot on or quite conservative. Fans will also be
happy to hear that performance is solid even on older computers, and we still have more optimizations to do!

All in all, the outlook is very positive as we now work towards beta status and get ready to suggest a release date. We
just ask you a bit more patience, but rest assured: ASYLUM is happening!

EYE CANDY. ASYLUM: Potpourri of News and Goodies!:
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Salutations to our wonderful Steam community!

It’s been an exceptionally busy month for ASYLUM and it’s not over yet. Things are progressing fast and we’re happy
to report that we’re just about to wrap up a big playable chunk of the game — in near final form, truly polished and
ready for public consumption. Exciting times ahead, and the momentum on Steam keeps getting better! We’re now
nearing 14.000 wishlists, mere days after we reached 10.000. Wow, just wow!

EVERY DETAIL COUNTS
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